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INTRODUCTION 
are an integral part of the Indiana economy. In the Indian cconomy, Small scale industries have emerged in to a prominent Spector in rcccnt decades, The growth has been consistently s1gniicant not only in terms of providing employment opportunity and upul industry 1s an sector that produce goods or related services within an cconomy. An indUStry sa group of organization involved in producing, manufacturing or harndling the same typC ol 

product or service. So a group of smartphone is know as industry. The cconomic development of a country depends more an industry. Small scale industries play a vital role in the development of the country. In the business environment like India where the number of small scale industrial units are huge and scattered clear verification each and every unit by the government becomc a challenge. 

Industries 

Small scale industries are a key driver of economic growth and development and contribute substantially to India'total production, export and the employment genarat.As 3.6millions small scale industries in the country produce over 8000items and give employment 

a result 

opportunity to 20million industries are the part of the secondary activity. Secondary or manufacturing activities are converted in to raw material into products of more value to people.) 
Intlation accounting refers to the process of adjusting the financial statement of a company to show the real financial statement of a company to show thec real financial position of the 

comp y during inflation period) Inflation accounting recognize the fact that purclhasing power 
of money is decrcasing day by day during inflation and find out profit or loss and financial 
position of the company on the basis of current price. 

Need for the study 

Depreciation charge on current value of assets in intlation accounting further enables a fimm to 
show accounting profits and replacement of these assets when required. Accounting is bascd on 
traditional concept of cost and revenue. Another need of inflation accounting is the preparation 

of financial statement in a way that they givc a true and fair view of business, Here financial 

Statement are prcpared in monetary items. 
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SUS GESTIONS 
After finding problem rescarchers would like to make proper suggestions to the organization 

Conclusion 

Maruti ricc mill is following historical methods of accounting which is not givc clear picture of financial statements 

Maruti rice mill better to use inflation account to find clear picture of financial Statement 

To save unrealistic profit Maruti Rice industry follow inflation accounting. 

Thev have to concentrate on noro offers and discounts to attract more number 
of Coustomer 

Rice mill should apply new techniques for making good working condition. 

As per the analysis intlation accounting is essential tor Maruti Riee industries ,when 

statements are adjusted for general price chang as under current purchasing power, the 
vrrinus item that apper in terms of common rupee having the same purchasing power. 
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On the whole organization study at Maruti ricc industry is interesting in which l came 
to know overall working environment of this organization.I have observed that woekers, 
etnployees owners are familiar with their work and friendly with cach other.This may lcad to 
further growth of industries. 
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